


Unexpected 
sensations.
A unique experience based on nature, thanks to SolidSoft’s 
exclusive technology, that makes you feel as if you are 
walking at the seaside. 

A revitalizing trip for the senses, that makes you dive into a 
soft and relaxing surface that helps to evoke nature on your 
own home.

SolidSoft is clean and safe, antibacterial and non-slip.

SolidSoft is also made to last, coming with a 10-year guarantee and withstands UV 
radiation and chemical products. 

Available in 90 and 100 cm wide and different lengths from 120 to 206 cm, so you can 
choose the one that best fits your project requirements.

WHITE CONCRETE ANTHRACITE BLACK

4 Different Colours, available in slate texture

SolidSoft
Linear Drain
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Design for timeless living



At the end of the day… close your eyes, feel the sweet 
water smoothing your skin and imagine you are still 
walking on the soft sand of a Mediterranean beach. 

SolidSoft conforms to your feet

Mediterranean Odissey | 0504 | SolidSoft

Mediterranean 
Odissey



Tuscany or Provence?
The beauty of its timeless landscapes, with 

its cypresses, olive trees and lavender 
ever-changing forms and colours.

The knowledge of life “art de vivre” that can 
be read in peoples dwellings.

And finally, the authenticity. This seems to 
have with stood the test of time, giving a 

new time meaning to our existence.

SolidSoft, fine design for timeless living.

Provençal 
Spring

Provenzal Spring | 0706 | SolidSoft



The Soft Tray | 0908 | SolidSoft



Feel a warm and soothing experience taking your first 
steps of many into your SolidSoft, relaxing, non-ending 

and comfortable shower time.

SolidSoft stands soft and warm, even on a winter days.

Nordic 
Warmth

Nordic Warmth | 1110 | SolidSoft



Canadian 
Mood

Canadian Mood | 1312 | SolidSoft

Escape from your stressful life. Drive 
away to your refuge and relax with 
a silent shower experience on 
the SolidSoft “aqua-cushion” floor.

SolidSoft is silent because of its 
cushioning effect.
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